Cheltenham Based Event Photography
Corporate, PR and Charity Events.
FilmPhoto.co.uk, based in offers full service
event and PR photography.
Our operation is entirely digital – including full
retouching and design. You can review the
shoot immediately and modify as you go.

Portable Location Studio
We can bring our mini-studio to
your event, for classy and
contemporary photography on
location. Brings more than just
“reporting” style images to your
event.

Digital or Print Delivery
We can provide images at high resolution on
CD or provide a full print service. Guests can
review images online – through your own
dedicated pages – and order direct from us if
you prefer.






Online Review and Ordering
Dedicated Gallery on the web
Full Print Service if required
Full retouch service
Preparation for commercial websites

So, whether your needs are PR, Corporate or events photographs, call now to
discuss your requirements.

FilmPhoto.co.uk Maxima Forum, Lansdown Road, Cheltenham, GL50 2JA. Tel: 01242 255 000

EVENT & PR FEES

Full Day Shoot: £350
Evening Shoot: £350
Short Day Shoot: £250

Fully retouched CD of hi-res images.
Reproduction Rights.
Audio-Visual Slide Shows, Screen Savers and Web Shows

Location work: Travel & Accommodation Expenses only

Portable Mini-Studio at no extra charge.

We offer digital manipulation, montage work and graphic design.
Please discuss your requirements with us, a certain amount
of digital work is included in the core fee.

CHARITY EVENTS
We are keen supporters of local charity events. We can provide
 Gift Vouchers for Auction
 Location Photography
 PR Photography
Where we support charities, we charge you £5 per image sold, you can sell /
auction these to your guests at whatever rates you feel appropriate. We can’t
support all charities, but are always interested in seeing if we can help.
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We work from your brief - We also discuss things with you at length to find out what your actual requirements,
perceptions and expectations are. - If you’re unsure, we will discuss and become part of your creative team.
We give you written quotes and stick to them

We don't give you a massive selection of images to choose from, We clean the shoot only to provide you with the
top quality print images. We provide the images that fit to your brief. We firmly believe that providing you with 200
images of the same subject will only confuse the issue and make your task more time consuming and difficult.
We will work round the clock including weekends to give you what you want when you need it

We do treat you with respect however large or small your project, we will provide the creative experience to know
if the image you request is the right one. We will help with your final image selection .... only if you request it. We
firmly believe that any project of this type is a partnership between the client and the photographer.
We don't provide a substandard fast image service, The images that we provide are key to your business. If we
provide a fast sub quality product, that will reflect on your business. We want you to come back to use and use us
again.
We don't give you the copyright
Copyright stays with us unless you want to pay us a fee which reflects the purchase of the copyright. We will
arrange a license with you that will allow you to fulfil the requirements of your brief.
We don't master every single image
We shoot hundreds of images in a session. In an hour we can shoot up to 200 images when covering an event or
group set-up. You only want the few final images you're going to use. You get to choose these by previewing your
proofs online using our proofing system.
We will go to the ends of the earth. We will mean what we say. We will do anything you request as long as you stick
to your side of the bargain. i.e. You give us a clear brief and pay us on time!
We don't take on every job we're offered
We don't take on everything because we have the highest standards. If you want a amateur that wants to make a
few bob on the side, then we are not the photographers for you. We are totally 100% professional
We don't do pitches based on lowest cost alone
We'd rather you hired us for our style, quality of our images, attention to detail and ability to deliver.
Advertising, reportage and commercial photography are specialties. Not all photographers have exactly the same
skills sets. They are all trained to do the basics but they excel in their own areas.
We will travel, anywhere, anytime, in any conditions,
We are professionals. We love what we do. We create beautiful images because that's our life. So we don't mind if
it takes a bit of discomfort to do it.
We have invested many £1000's into the equipment that we use to provide you will the professional images that
you require. We will compromise at nothing to obtain the right images for your brief. Always using the latest
technology.
With digital capture you only pay for the time taken to produce the images you finally select. So, if you only require
a handful of images there's no need to pay for prints or scans of every image shot.
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